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CCPAMRI (Magnetic Resonance Imaging), Mammography Centers, Medical and Dental X-Ray Laboratories (4 Reviews)Please contact the business to update the watch/services in conjunction with the COVID-19 advisory. Is this your business? Set up this page. Claims of this businessHoursRegular HoursMon - Fri:7:00 am - 7:00 p.m.Services / Products of CAAServant Medical
Imaging - Mark E Wheatley, MDOther Links ://www.servantmedical.comCategoriesMRI (magnetic resonance imaging), mammography centers, medical and dental X-ray laboratories, medical imaging services, doctors and surgeons, radiology Other InformationParking: LotSpecialties: Radiology First add photo! Very helpful people and great prices. Explained the price of what
would be if I paid in cash and stated that it would cost more if I go through the insurance route. A few months ago, my husband and I went for an ultrasound because of the threat of miscarriage. When we got into our technology told us that she would not be able to read us the results and we would have to wait to know the result until Dr. called the results in our midwife, who would
then call us, which was an absolute tourture, but I understand this is only part of their protocol. Technology did a little conversation asking questions, how did you plan the rest of the day? And you want your kids to be close in age? Who now knowing that she could see that our child had passed away felt like an absolute insult. And in the second half of the meeting, she talked
about her healthy pregnancy, which made the already incredibly painful situation even worse. Of course, I'm so happy for her and her baby, but it was inappropriate to be in such a vulnerable place (especially since she knew my baby was dead and I wasn't). The already unfortunate experience is even worse. Excellent professional service of people with a smile. Justin, grow a fat
man thicker skin and pay the instide bills winning abouit it. The service at Servant Medical Imaging was perfect. However, I received a voicemail from Maria in their corporate office 6 months later to inform me that they would be turning me on to their lawyer and collector the next day because of my outstanding balance. Since I never received a bill from them (or any previous
phone calls), this notice was pretty disturbing and honestly ruined my evening. After contacting Maria the next day, I had her check my address, which someone incorrectly entered (thus, no accounts). For being a Christian business, I didn't expect my first contact with them to be a warning about collections/lawyer. Since the error was at their end, I would expect them to go out of
their way to do it right. Instead, I must pay my bill in full with a very polite apology in Inconvenience. I will update or delete this review based on their follow-up to me (if any). People also considered Servant Medical Image is a group group 1 location. Currently, The Servant of Medical Imaging specializes in diagnostic radiology and radiology with one doctor. Details: Servant Medical
Imaging is located at 1751 Garth Brooks Blvd Ste 105 in Yukon, OK - Canadian County and is a business specializing in radiology. The service of medical imaging is listed in the categories of Physicians and Surgeons of Radiology and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (Mri) and offers X-rays. Once you do business with Servant Medical Imaging, please leave a review to help other
people and improve hubbiz. Also, be sure to mention Hubbiz servant medical imaging. Categories: Physicians and Surgeons Of Radiology and Magnetic Resonance Imaging (Mri) Certificates: Board of Certified Specialties: Radiology Services: X-Rays Website: Map and Directions: Directions Reviews for Servant Medical Imaging: 0 Hours May Change in The Current Conditions Is
It Your Business? Finish your list While we're working to get back up and running, here are a few other areas of WebMD that might be useful: Servant Medical Image Yukon Join Cancer Survivors and Supporters! Join businesses and organizations that support the cancer community! Join the login servant medical imaging yukon oklahoma
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